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"We are so scared of being judged that we look for every opportunity to procrastinate." 

This quote appears in the introductory sleeve note to Johnny Steinberg's debut album 

'Shadowland' and is attributed to Erica Jong. It sets out the course for this well-crafted al-

bum with its themes of moving on, riding the current and working life out. The upbeat 

opening track 'Holding On' makes good use of simple and effective percussion launching us 

into the rough and readiness of track two 'New York Tooth and Claw': "these are not scars 

these are souvenirs". Travel and movement feature heavily and in track three we hear how 

Pamela runs from the reality of life "spin the wheel and take the drive". A change of pace 

brings 'Set Sail and Go' whilst 'Dance Away the Darkness' talks of moving through the night 

"We'll keep on keeping on" to avoid the darkness. In 'Carrie' the protagonist is "looking for 

a way out" before she finally hits the road. 'Man on Wire' brings dreams of flight whilst in 

the final track 'England' contemplates the need once again for "moving on". 

'Shadowland' presents a series of stories, where some journeys are welcome and many 

less so. It is hard to know whether these reflect Steinberg's own experiences of journeying 

(at the time of writing his website was not available) although the sleeve notes hint at trav-

el with recording credits in Nashville, Denmark and the UK. Nonetheless a number of the 

songs feel incredibly intimate; Steinberg's unique vocal is speech-like and the lyrics so 

heartfelt it feels impossible they were written by anyone who didn't experience the events. 

Exceptions to the theme of journeys are 'Jesus in Shades' about a profound, drink influ-

enced event and 'Man on Wire' with its intriguing lyric "You're breathing like a Buddhist in 

a dentist's chair". These more sedentary moments suggest a need to find a space and per-

spective in an otherwise turbulent existence - instances of optimism when "Your wild out-

rageous dream, comes through" living for the moment because "In the long run, there's no 

long run". 

With Boo Hewerdine as his "wing man" (sleeve notes) this album was perhaps a predicta-

ble success from the first stages of recording tracks in Nashville in 2016 through its long 

journey to completion. Commended by one of my favourite songwriters Karine Polwart, it 

didn't take long to identify which track might have "made [her] cry on the first listen". I 

could hear Hewerdine's influence in the piano accompaniment for 'Set Sail and Go' and 

whilst Hewerdine contributed a number of instrumental parts to the recording, on this 

track the piano was performed by Steinberg himself. The rhythmic guitar parts on 'Hey 

Now Pamela' and 'Carrie' are attributed to Hewerdine and the unexpected chord patterns 

on 'Carrie' which kept me guessing are reminiscent of Hewerdine's style. 
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Each track benefits from its own emotive treatment and this album certainly avoids repeti-

tion with each adding something different to the whole. Magic moments for me include 

the fluttering strings (contributed by Gustaf Ljunggren) at a poignant moment on 'Set Sail 

and Go', the swirling lap steel guitar (also Gustaf Ljunggren), the relentless fiddle hook 

(from the versatile Mark Jolley who also contributes bass guitar to the album) on 'Dance 

Away the Darkness', and the syncopated saxophone (from John Temple) on 'Carrie' instil-

ling a sense of calm and optimism. Backing vocals are provided by Kira Small which is an 

inspired collaboration, with Kate Heaton and Carole Lea also making contributions on a 

couple of tracks. 

 

Storytelling lies at the heart of each of Steinberg's songs and there are no formulas. Delib-

erate use of internal rhymes and partial-rhymes ensure the lyrics flow seamlessly. For me 

'Shadowland' offers more than the average 'singer-songwriter' album because of its the-

matic cohesive nature and its masterful engineering which combines simple acoustic in-

struments (for example the piano driven 'England') and tight backing vocals with synthetic 

instruments such as the 'electric digital-delay banjo' on 'Hey Now Pamela'. 

 

This is an album for listeners. Despite its powerful honesty and courageously personal 

offerings ('Shadow of a Man' is notable for its uneasy absence of resolution) there's no self-

indulgence. The stories are intricately formed with a scattering of detail but enough space 

to invite interpretation. The most hard hitting moment "It's like your hand's on the tiller 

and life brought you back" ('Set Sail and Go') is as extreme in its sincerity as any I have felt 

when listening to a recording. This debut must surely propel Steinberg to greater notoriety. 

 

Louise Jordan 

 

 

 



  



 
 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 
 

 
 

There have been some excellent new Americana re-
leases dropping through my letterbox and into my 
CD player these past few 
months. Shadowland by Johnny Steinberg is no 
exception. With a name like that, songs that tell tales 
of heartbreak, cheap whiskey and Jesus, not to men-
tion some deliciously effortless musicianship that 
just seems to ooze Nashville, I was somewhat sur-
prised to learn that Mr Steinberg hails not from 
Nashville but from Norfolk. What surprised me even 
more, however, was learning that Shadowland is, in 
fact, Steinberg’s debut album. 

Outstanding songs, exquisitely well-played and 
beautifully sung this album radiates such class that 
I’m still getting my head around the fact it’s a debut 
album. 

People in Belgium, The Netherlands and Luxembourg 

can now get Johnny Steinberg’s music  at Xango    

Music Benelux.  

" 'Shadowland' by Johnny Steinberg, songs that tell 

tales of heartbreak, cheap whiskey and Jesus, not to 

mention some deliciously effortless musicianship 

that just seems to ooze Nashville. Steinberg’s heart-

warming story of his journey to Nashville and how 

he came to record an album with the likes of Boo 

Hewerdine and Kira Small and other brilliant musi-

cians is recounted in the extensive booklet that ac-

companies the beautifully packaged CD. He is thor-

oughly deserving the wider attention this album will 

surely bring him. Shadowland is pure class from start 

to finish.” 

https://www.xangomusic.com/ 
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Norfolk-based Yorkshireman and singer-songwriter Johnny Steinberg has created a very 

fine, independently released album. Immediately upon first listening one is struck by 

the impressive, professional level of performance and production but especially the  

level of songwriting which draws in and holds the listener from the off and throughout 

the album.   

 

In an acoustic, Americana-influenced style the songs describe the world observed 

through experienced and compassionate eyes. These are of people, places, events and 

moods. Johnny has an expressive, kindly-sounding voice which can only belong to 

someone who sees and feels things deeply. I know he’s a big fan of Neil Young and one 

can sometimes detect this in the songs but the imagery of some of the songwriting is as 

evocative of such other poetic musical gods as Cave and Cohen. 

 

Johnny has taken us along with him to share a stretch of his own Lost Highway which is 

as much observed England in a Kinks-Squeeze way as it is Americana, as one might ex-

pect with it being recorded in both countries. It’s a feat of some magnificent song-

writing which deserves to be heard. One always feels words from the heart and these 

songs have feeling, integrity, honesty and compassion in abundance. Recorded at the 

Blackbird Studios, Nashville and also at Saltwell Studio and Motherlode Studio in the UK 

Shadowland was produced by Boo Hewerdine, Chris Pepper and Johnny Steinberg. Mu-

sicians appearing on the album include: Kira Small, Boo Hewerdine, Mark Jolley, Chris 

Pepper, Kate Heaton, Carol Lea, Gustaf Ljunggren, Philip Lewis-Jones, John Temple, Pat 

Dam Smyth, and Ernesto Olivera. 

Johnny can sometimes be found playing gigs locally, either solo or accompanied by his 

band The Blue Fish.  I first encountered Johnny at West Norfolk Radio , I enjoyed his set 

and our chat afterwards. He told me about his song Man on Wire, inspired by the docu-

mentary film of Philippe Petit who made a highwire walk between the Twin Towers of 

New York in 1974.  The track appears here on Shadowland. 

Richard Shashasame 
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